
WHAT DO ANIMALS NEED? QUIZ

   NAME:

WHAT DO ANIMAL’S NEED?

1.) What Do Animals Need? 
 a. Food 
 b. Water 
 c. Shelter
 d. Space (“room to roam”)
 e. All of the above
2.) What are ALL animal’s homes called?
 a. Automobile  
 b.Condo
 c. Habitat
 d. Pack
3.) What is the best way to give animals “love and care”
(protect animals’ homes?)
 a. Plant trees, keep rivers clean and pick up trash
 b. Cut down trees
 c. Throw trash on the ground
 d. None of the above 
4.) Where does a bat call home?
 a. Cave
  b. Lake
 c. Moon
 d. Bog
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5.) There was an animal that Airy Larry was holding in the
Slug Science Journeys video, that can make its home in a lake. 
Which one of these was it?
 a. Fish
 b. Frog
 c. Duck
 d. All of the above
6.) Where is a great place to look for “wild homes” with “room to 
roam”?
 a. The grocery store
 b. Outside
 c. In your kitchen
 d. In a box
7.) In the Slug Science Journeys video and song book, it showed 
“alligators and snakes sleeping in your bed” and “a herd of
wildebeests raiding your fridge”. Which situation below would 
cause that to possibly happen? 
 a. They liked you and followed you home from school.
 b. They need a soft bed with blankets.
 c. Candy in your refrigerator is healthier for them than their food in the wild.
 d. Their wild homes were taken away (destroyed). They had no place to live with
  food, water and shelter in their natural habitat anymore.
8.) Where do gophers and moles live (Airy Larry talked about it in 
the Slug Science Journeys video)?
 a. In trees
 b. In a stream
 c. Underground
 d. In a cave
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9.) Professor Airy Larry has a habitat, what is it?
 a. Cave
 b. Lake
 c. House
 d. Burrow
10.) What does Professor Airy Larry find under the rock habitat?
 a. Banana
 b. Clean water
 c. Bugs  
 d. Car keys
11.) What do both humans and all animals, need?
 a. Bicycle
 b. Home - Habitat
 c. Internet
 d. Phone
12.) What habitats mentioned in the song are found here in Ohio? 
(circle all that apply)
	 a.	“Air,	land	and	water	and	underground”	(home	to	birds/deer/fish/groundhogs)
	 b.	“A	lake	or	a	bog”	(home	to	fish,	turtles,	frogs,	ducks)
 c. “A rotting old log” ( home to worms, insects, raccoons)
 d. “Tropical lands/Jungles” (home to monkeys/tigers)
 e. “Redwood stands” (Home to giant Banana Slugs in California)
 f. “Desert Dunes” (home to camels)
 g. “Ocean” (home to whales and sharks)
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